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Preface
We present this manual as a guideline to help the
students in gaining additional knowledge in Math. It is
intended to aid students learning how to use words
through conversation and provide more information by
recognizing the images content and its meaning.
We would like also to acknowledge and express our
special thanks of gratitude to our dear
Pongsuwanwittaya School for giving us guidelines and
made this book successful. We are grateful as well for
the parents and students that serves as our inspiration.
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encouragement of the English Head Department in the
preparation and dissemination of the information which
developed additional layers of support to
supplement the needs of the students.
However, this manual has been made not only for
attaining high marks but also increase the students’
understanding.
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Math 2
Chapter 1 – Numbers up to 1,000

A. Writing and
Reading numbers

B. Place Value and
expanded form

Numbers up to 1,000

C. Comparing numbers

E. Number Patterns

D. Ordering numbers

Vocabulary words:
Hindu- Arabic numerals

Digit

Greater than (>)

Thai numerals

Place Value

Number words

Expanded form

Smaller than or less than (<)

Ascending numbers

Increasing

greatest number

Even numbers

Descending numbers

Decreasing

smallest number

Odd numbers

Conversation:
A.)

1. Question: Write number Eighty- seven in Hindu- Arabic numerals? 87
2. Write 36 in words: Thirty- six
3. Write 74 in Thai numerals. _______
4. How do you read this number, 696?

1

B.)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

C.)

Hundreds

Tens

4

1
2

Ones
9
7
6

What is the place value of 9? Ans. Ones
What is the place value of 7 and 6? Ones
What is the place value of 1? Ans. Tens
What is the place value of 2? Tens
What is the place value of 4? Hundreds
How many digit is 9? One digit
How many digit is 17? Two digits
How many digit is 426? Three digits
What is the expanded form of 17? 17 = 10 + 7. How about 126?
126= 100+20+6

Greater than (>) or Smaller than (<).
Give me a number/ numbers greater than ten.
Answer: any number greater than 10- ( 11, 12 , 100, 39, 247 etc.)
Give me a number/ numbers smaller than twenty.
Answer: any number smaller than 20- ( 19, 18 , 17, 16, 15 etc.)
What number/ numbers smaller than 30.
Answer: 11, 12 , 20, 25, 9, 2 etc.)
What number/ numbers greater than 200.
Answer: 201, 300, 415, 500, 600-1000 etc………

D.) 1. Which number is smallest, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10? 1

Ascending order

2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, and 14? 2
5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and 45? 5
10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100? 10
100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900 and 1,000? 100

2. Which number is biggest,10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 3, 2, and 1? 10

Descending order

14, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4 and 2?14
50, 45, 40, 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10 and 5? 50
100, 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 40, 30, 20 and 10? 100
1,000, 900, 800, 700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 200 and 100?1 000
E.) What is the missing numbers in each number pattern below.
Tell if the number patterns are “increasing” or “decreasing”.
2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

12, 14, 16, 18, 20, ___ , ____
___, 35, ___,25 , 20 , 15
60, 70, ___, 90, ___
72, ___, ___, 48, 40
___, 9, 8, 7, ___,
100, ____, 300, ___, 500
1,000, ____, ____, ____, 600

Is it decreasing or increasing? Increasing
Is it decreasing or increasing? Decreasing
Is it decreasing or increasing? Increasing
Is it decreasing or increasing? Decreasing
Is it decreasing or increasing? Decreasing
Is it decreasing or increasing? Increasing
Is it decreasing or increasing? Decreasing

3

Chapter 2 – Addition and Subtraction within 1,000

Addition and Subtraction within 1,000

A Addition
without
regrouping

B Addition
with
regrouping

C.Subtraction
without

D. Subtraction
with

regrouping

regrouping

E. Using addition
subtraction to
solve word
problems

F. Combined
operations

G. Using

(Addition and
subtraction)

combination
addition and
subtraction to
solve word problems

A. Addition without Regrouping
Add this numbers, 23 and 34. 23 + 34 = 57
What is the total of 321 and 54? 375
What is 321 and 54? Addends
What is 375? Sum

B. Addition with Regrouping
Write the numbers vertically.
Group ones, tens and hundreds and add horizontally.
Which is greater, 327 or 365? 365
C. Subtraction without Regrouping
Write the numbers vertically.
In number 648, which is ones? Which is tens? Which is hundreds?
Tens is 8
Hundreds is 4

D. Subtraction with Regrouping
Subtract 25 from 452. What is the answer?

427

What is the difference between 452 and 25? 427
Which is smaller, 623 and 648? 623
E. Using addition and subtraction to solve word problems
Vocabulary words:

4

Addition (altogether)
Greater than
(What is the total?)
Subtraction (Difference)
Smaller than
(How many are left?)
Steps to solve a word problem:
1. Read the word problem carefully.
2. Understand the problem.
- What do you know?
- What do you need to find out?
3. Plan the working.
- Decide what operation to use.
4. Solve the problem.
- Write the number sentence and find the answer.
5. Check the answer.

5

Chapter 3 – Length

Length

A. Measuring length
in meters and centimeters

B. Measuring
distance

C. Comparing
lengths

D. Solving word
problems involving
lengths

Vocabulary words:
Ruler

Tape measure

Meter

Centimeter

Metal tape measure

Distance

Paper clip

Length

Height

Width

shortest

longest

rope

A. Measuring length in meters and centimeters
What is the standard unit of length? Meter
What is the length of the blackboard? 3 meters
What is the height of the chair? 60 cm.
What will you use to measure the length of the
blackboard? Ruler and arm span
What will you use to measure the height of the chair? Ruler
or metal tape measure
How many centimeters are there in 1 meter? 100 cm
B. Measuring distance
What is the appropriate tool to measure the distance,
Ruler, hand , tape measure or foot? Foot or ruler
What is the distance between the front door and the backdoor using
the ruler? 600 cm/20 ruler
C. Comparing lengths
Measure the length of the paper clip and the pencil. Paper clip=2cm, Pencil=7cm
Which is longer? Pencil
Which is shorter? Paper clip
From these 3 objects (leaf, book and eraser) which is the longest? Book
Is book longer than the leaf? Yes, it is.
6

Which is the shortest among the three? Eraser
D. Solving word problems involving lengths
A dog’s tail is 25 cm long. A horse tail is 78 cm long.
What is the difference in length between the two tails?
Which tail is longer and which tail is shorter?
The longer tail is the horse tail.
The shorter tail is the dog’s tail.
What will you do to get the difference in length?
Subtract 25 from 78. (78- 25 =?)

7

Chapter 4 Mass

A. Measuring mass
in kilograms and
grams












B. Measuring mass
in kilograms and
kheed or hectograms

What is the
standard unit of
mass?
How many grams
are there in 1 kilo
gram?
What do you use to
weigh your own
mass?
What is a weighing
scale?

What is
Hectogram?
What is the other
name of hectogram
in Thai?

 Where do you use
the bathroom
scale?

Kilogram

1000 grams is 1
kilogram

Bathroom scale

It is used to
weigh an object

Hectogram is
one tenth of a
kilogram

Kheed

To weigh your
own mass

CHAPTER

4

MASS
The mass of box A is 3kg.
and Box B is 7 kg.


C. Comparing
masses
jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

D. Solving word
problems involving
mass




Is Box A heavier
than Box B?
Is Box A lighter
than Box B?
Do they have the
same weight?

There is 1 and a half
kilograms of beans in a
bag.Piti takes out 6 kheed
of beans from the bag.
What is the mass of the
beans in kheed left in the
bag?




What are the given
facts?
What operation are
you going to use?
What is the answer
in the problem?

No, It is not.

Yes, it is.

No, they don’t
have.

1 and a half
kilogram of beans
and 6 kheed of
beans

Subtraction
9 kheed/
9 hectogram
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Chapter 5 – Multiplication

A. Meaning of
multiplication



What is
multiplication?



What is the sign
for multiplication?



How do you read
this X?



A
repeated
addition



X



Times

2,4,6,8,10,
12,14,so on
5,1 0.1 5. 20.
25. 30 so on
 50
fingers(5X1
0)
 5,10,15,20,
25,30 so on
100,200,30


Recite the 2 times
table to 9 times
table
 How many fingers
do 5 persons have?
 Skip counting by
5,10,20 up to 1000
 Multiply 8 and
9.What is the


B. Multiplication of
1-digit
numbers

C. Multiplication of
1-digit
Numbers by
10..20..30 etc






Twenty times ten
equals twohundred
What is 20?
What is 10?



20 X 10 =
200
Multiplican
d
Multiplier





3 X2=6
1 X2= 2
26




4 apples
Cut the
apple into 2
pieces
Multiplication




CHAPTER 5
MULTIPLICATION

13 X 2 = 26

D. Multiplication of
1-digit
Numbers by 2digits numbers

E. Solving word
problems involving
mass

F. Creating
multiplication word
problems





Which are the
ones?
Which is the tens?
What is the
product of 13 and
2?

James has 4 apples. He cuts
each apple into 2 pieces. How
many pieces of apples does
James get together? What are
the given?
What operation you use to
solve the problem?






Understand the equation
Write the name of thing
to tell the amount the
number represents.
Asking multiplication
question.



There are 12
groups.
Each group has 5
things.
 12 X 5 = ?
60
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Chapter 6 – Division
What is division?
Write the number
sentence eight
Divided two equals
four
 What is the quotient of 8
and 2?
 How do you read this
sign ÷



A. Meaning of division



B. Division as the
opposite of
multiplication






CHAPTER 6
DIVISION

C. Dividing by 1-digit
divisors
jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj









D. Solving word
problems

What is the opposite
of division?
3X4=12 , 12 ÷ 4 =
?
What is 12 in 12 ÷ 4
=3

Divide the following
numbers without
remainder:
a.) 18 ÷ 2 = ____
b.) 56 ÷ ___ = 8
In letter b, what is 8?
Is 8 divisible by 2?

Divide the following numbers
with a remainder:
a.) 16 ÷ 3 = ____
b.) 21 ÷ ___ = 3 R 3
Is 16 indivisible by 3?
Is 16 divisible by 2?

Mike has 15 toys cars. He has 2
friends. He wants to share the toy
cars equally among the 3 of them.
How many cars does each of them
get?
What are the given?
What operation you use to solve
the problem?





















Understand the equation
Write the name of thing to
tell the amount the
number represents.
Asking division question.

Multiplicatio
n
3
Dividend

9
7
8 is the
Quotient
Yes, it is.






5R1
6
No, it isn’t.
Yes, Yes it
is.



15 toy
cars/2
friends
Share toy
cars equally
among the 3
of them
Division





E. Creating division
word problems

Division
means
sharing
equally. It is
also means
grouping.
8÷2=4
The quotient
is 4.
Divided by

There are 40
apples.
The apples are
divided equally
into 5 groups
 40÷ 5 = ?
8
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Chapter 6 – Division
A. Measuring
Volume in liters
jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

What is the standard
unit of volume?
 What l stands for?
The volume of water in
container A is 6 liters.
The volume of water in
container B is 2 liters.
 What container
contains 6 liters?
 Which container has
smaller volume of
water, container A or


What is the volume
of liquid that a
container can hold?
The capacity of the bottle is
5 liters.
The capacity of the pail is 8
liters.
 Which container has
a greater capacity,
the bottle or the
pail?
 What is the capacity



liter



liter



Container A



Container B



Capacity



Pail



8 liters



CHAPTER 7
VOLUME
AND
CAPACITY

B. Measuring
capacity in liters
jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

C. Solving word
problems involving
volume and capacity

Elaine has 48 liters of orange
juice. She pours the juice
equally into 8 bottles. How
much juice is there in each
bottle?





What are the given?
What operation you
use to solve the
problem?
Show your solution.



Given:
48 liters of
orange juice
8 bottles



Division



48 ÷ 8 = 6
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Chapter 8 – Time






What are the kinds
of a clock?
How many hands of
the analog clock?
Name them.
What do the
numbers on a digital
clock tell us?






Analog and
digital clock
3 hands,
Minute
hand, Hour
hand,
Second hand
Hours and
minutes

Clock

A. Reading
and writing
the time
in hours

Reading the time
Writing the time

1 Hour

1 Minute

CHAPTER

8
Time

60 minutes

C. Minutes,
hours and days

24 Hours



9 o’clock in
the morning
1 o’clock in
the
afternoon
7 o’clock in
the evening




5:00
8:00

How many minutes in 1
hour?

60 Minutes

How many seconds in 1
minute?

60 seconds

60 minutes is equal to
__
hour

Twenty four hours is equal to __
day.
Seven days is equal to __
week.

jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj




Write the following time :
 It’s five o’clock.
 It’s eight o’clock

jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

B. Reading
and writing
the time

Read the following time
aloud.
 9:00 - morning
 1:00 - afternoon
 7:00 - evening

1 hour

1 day

1 week

7 Days
What is the first day and the last
day of the week?

D. Calendars

60 Minutes

How many months in 1
year?

60 Minutes

Which month has 30 days?

60 Minutes

What is the 6th month and the
12th month in 2017 calendar?

60 Minutes

1 year
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Chapter 9 – Money

What is the money used in
Thailand?
 What are the Baht coins?
 What are the Baht bills?
 Write fifty- three baht and
fifty satang in figure.


A. Coins
and
bills

 How could you read this
amount 102.50 Baht?



B. Exchanging
money







CHAPTER
9
MONEY

C. Amounts
of money




In 1 Baht how many 50
satang it has?
In 100 Baht bill how many
ten Baht are there?
In 500 baht how many
hundreds are there?

Draw and tell
Baht bill.
Draw and tell
100 Baht bill
Draw and tell
500 Baht bill
Draw and tell

the color of 50
the color of









Baht
1 Baht, 2
Baht,

5 Baht, 10 Baht
20 Baht, 50
Baht, 100 Baht
500 Baht, 1,000
Baht
53.50 Baht
One hundred
two Baht and
fifty Satang.



2



10



5



50 Baht bill is
blue.
100 Baht bill is
red.
500 Baht bill is
purple What




is the
standard unit
of mass?

the color of
the color of

C. How many

D. Comparing
money

E. Solving
problems
involving money

The book is 79 Baht. The bag is 210.25
Baht and
the pants is 450 Baht
 Which item is the least in cost?
 Which item is costs the most?
 Arrange the amounts of money
from greatest to smallest.
 Arrange the amounts of money
from smallest to
greatest.

Suree has 37 Baht. Kim has 64 Baht.
How much money do they have in
total?
 What are the given?
 What operation you use to
solve the problem?
 Show your solution.











Book
Pants
450 Baht,
210.25Baht,
79Baht
79 Baht,
210.25 Baht,
450 Baht

37 Baht, 64 Baht
Addition
37 Baht + 64 Baht
= 101 Baht
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Chapter 10 – Combined operations

Use addition and Multiplication to
solve problem

1.


A. Combined
operations

Do you add or multiply the
numbers in the bracket first?
(6 +5) X 3 = 11 X 3 = 33
What operations you used in
problem 1?

Use Division and subtraction to
solve problem
2.



40 ÷ X (10 – 2) = _____
What is your answer?
What operations you used in
problem 2?

 Yes, I do
 Addition and
Multiplication
 5
 Division and
subtraction

CHAPTER 10
COMBINED
OPERATIONS

Solving word problems using combined
operations:

B. Word
problems

I want to buy a vest and a blouse. The
vest costs 150 Baht and the blouse costs
199 Baht. If I pay with a 500 Baht bill, how
much change will I get.
 Find the total cost of the clothes.
(150+199)
 Subtract the total cost from 500
Making up word problems involving
combined operations
Suda’s mother makes 48 cookies. Then she
buys 12 more cookies and divides all
cookies equally among her 5 children. How
many cookies does each child get?
 Find the total number of the
cookies (48+12)
 Divide the total of cookies from 5
children

 = 349
 = 500 – 349
= 151
Answer: You
will get a
change of 151
Baht.

 = 60
 = 60 ÷ 5
= 12
Answer: Each
child get 12
cookies.
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Chapter 11 – Geometric Shapes



A. Two –
dimensional
(2-D)
shapes







Triangle

Oval
Square

Spheres and
cylinders

 They do not have
corners, what
shapes are they?
 What are the 3-D
shapes with curved
faces?
 What are the parts of

B. Three –
dimensional
(3-D)
shapes

CHAPTER 11

Circle

It has no corners; It
shaped like a bicycle
wheel?
It has 3 corners and 3
straight sides, what shape
is it?
It has no corners. It
shaped like an egg, what
shape is it?
It has 4 corners and 4

Spheres and
cylinders

Faces, edge
and corner

Rectangle and
cuboid

Differentiate the following shapes

GEOMETRIC
SHAPES



Circle and oval



C. Differentiating
shapes

Sphere and
circle



Square
Give the patterns of the following shapes



D. Patterns

____



__



____

1big
cylinder

White

triangle
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Chapter 1 – Numbers up to 1, 000
Reading and writing numbers

Thirty- six

Eighty-seven
/ eight·y ˈādē - sevən/

thir·ty - six /ˈTHərdē - siks /

Seventy - four
/ sevən/ˈsevən(t)ē fôr/

Six hundred ninety- six
/ siks həndrəd nīn(t)ē siks /

One thousand
/ wən ˈTHouz(ə)nd /

Place Value
1 tens
9 ones
/nīn wəns/

/wən tens/

4 hundreds
/ fôr ˈhəndrəds /

16

Symbols for comparing numbers

Greater than
/ɡrāter T͟Han,T͟Hən /

Equal to

Less than / smaller than
/les, smôl T͟Han,T͟Hən /

Not equal to

17

Number patterns

Increasing /inˈkrēs/

Decreasing /dəˈkrēs/

Counting forward

/kount fôrwərd/

Counting backward /kount bakwərd/

Greatest number

Smallest number

18

Chapter 2 – Addition and Subtraction within 1,000
Addition ad·di·tion / əˈdiSH(ə)n/

Adding 2 digit numbers with
regrouping

Adding 2 digit numbers with
regrouping

Adding 3 digit numbers with
regrouping

Subtraction /səbˈtrakSH(ə)n/

19

Subtracting 2 digit numbers without regrouping

Subtracting 2 digit numbers with regrouping

20

Chapter 3 – Length /leNG(k)TH,lenth/

Ruler /ˈro͞olər/

Metal tape measure met·al tape′
meas·ure /ˈmedl tape′ meas`ure /

Rope /rōp/

Paper clip
Tape measure
tape′ meas`ure

pa′per
clip`

21

Tall /tôl/

Taller

Tallest

tall·er

tall·est

Short /shôrt/

Shorter short·er,

Shortest short·est

Chair /châr/
Blackboard black·board /blăk′bôrd′/

22

Arm /ärm/

Foot /fo͝ot/

Hand /hand/

Book /bo͝ok/

Eraser e·ras·er
/ĭ-rā′sər. , ɪˈreɪzə/

Leaf /lēf/

23

Chapter 4 – Mass /mas/ (noun)

Weighing scale

Bathroom scale bath·room
/ˈbaTHˌro͞om skāl/,ˈbaTHˌro͝om skāl/

/wā skāl/

/

Kilogram kil·o·gram /ˈkiləˌɡram/
1kilogram = 1000 grams

Box A = 3 kg

Bean /bēn/

Light /līt/

Heavy /ˈhevē/

Box B = 7 kg

Bag /bag/

24

Chapter 5 – Multiplication /ˌməltəpləˈkāSH(ə)n/ (noun)

mul·ti·pli·cand
/ˌməltəpliˈkand/

prod·uct
/ˈprädəkt/
mul·ti·pli·er
/mul·ti·pli·er/

Multiplication table

Times

/tīmz/

mul·ti·pli·ca·tion ta·ble /ˌməltəpləˈkāSHən ˌtābəl/

25

Multiplication with regrouping

Multiplication without regrouping

StarStar
/star /

Bee /bē/

26

Chapter 6 – Division di·vi·sion /dəˈviZHən/ (noun)

Dividend
div·i·dend
/ˈdivəˌdend/

Divisor
di·vi·sor
/dəˈvīzər/

Divided by di·vide
/dəˈvīd bī/
quo·tient
/ˈkwōSHənt/

di·vi·sion
/dəˈviZHən/

re·main·der
/rəˈmāndər

27

Fish /fiSH/

Toy car /toi kär/

Cabbage
/ˈkabij/

Carrots
/ˈkerət/

cab·bage

car·rot

28

Chapter 7 – Volume and capacity (noun)
/ˈvälyəm,ˈvälˌyo͞om/ ca·pac·i·ty /kəˈpasədē/

6 liters
Container A

Water wa·ter
/ˈwôdər,ˈwädər/

Beaker
/ˈbēkər/

beak·er

3 liters
Container B

Container
con·tain·er /kənˈtānər/

Cylinder cyl·in·der
/ˈsiləndər/

29

Bowl /bōl/

Jug /jəɡ/

Milk /milk/

Oil /oil/

Bottle bot·tle
/ˈbädl/

Juice /jo͞os/

Aquarium a·quar·i·um
/əˈkwerēəm/

Pail /pāl/

Barrel
/ˈberəl/

bar·rel

30

Chapter 8 – Time /tīm/

Digital dig·i·tal
/ˈdijidl/

Analog an·a·log
/ˈanlˌôɡ/

Secondhand

Minute hand
Hour hand

Afternoon af·ter·noon
/ˌaftərˈno͞on/

Day /dā/

Morning morn·ing
/ˈmôrniNG/

Evening
/ˈēvniNG/

eve·ning

Month /mənTH/

31

Chapter 9 – Money / ˈmənē/(noun)
Thai coins

One Baht /
wən bät /

Five Baht
/ ˈfīv bät /

Ten Baht

/ten bät /

32

Thai bills

Twenty Baht twen·ty baht
/twen·ty bät /

One Hundred Baht
/ wən həndrəd bät /

Five Hundred Baht
/ˈfīv həndrəd bät /

33

Toy plane /toi plān/

Bag

/baɡ/

Shoe

/SHo͞o/

Chocolate choc·o·late
/ˈCHäk(ə)lət/

34

Chapter 10 – Combined operations
/ ˈkəmˈbīn/ (verb) op·er·a·tionˌäpəˈrāSH(ə)n/ (noun)

Subtraction
sub·trac·tion
səbˈtrakSH(ə)n/

Addition
ad·di·tion
/ əˈdiSH

(ə)n/

Basket bas·ket
/ˈbaskət/

Blouse /blous, blouz/

Division

Multiplication

di·vi·sion

mul·ti·pli·ca·tion

dəˈviZHən
/

ˌməltəpləˈkāSH(ə)n/

Bracket brack·et
/ˈbrakit/

Box /bäks/

INDEX

35

Chapter 11 – Geometric shapes
ge·o·met·ric SHāp [ˌjēəˈmetrik SHāp]

Two-dimensional (2D) shapes

Triangle tri·an·gle
/ˈtrīˌaNGɡəl/
Square

/skwer/

Circle cir·cle
/ˈsərk(ə)l/

Rectangle rec·tan·gle
/ˈrekˌtaNGɡəl/

Oval o·val
/ˈōvəl/

36

Three-dimensional (3D) shapes

Cuboid

Cube

cu·boid

kyo͞ob/

ˈkyo͞oboid/

Cylinder cyl·in·der
/ˈsiləndər/

Sphere
/sfir/

Objects with the same shapes of sphere

Marble mar·ble
/ˈmärbəl/

Ball

/bôl/

Button
/ˈbətn/

but·ton
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Objects with the same shapes of cuboid

Cabinet cab·i·net
/ˈkab(ə)nət/

Dice /dīs/

Fridge

/frij/

Objects with the same shapes of cylinder

Can / kan/

Tube /t(y)o͞ob/

Glass

/ɡlas/

=

Objects with the same shapes of rectangle

Television tel·e·vi·sion
/ˈteləˌviZHən/

Rug /rəɡ/

Door /dôr/
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Glossary
Addend ad·dend / ə-dĕnd / (noun) - Any of a set of numbers to be added.
Addition ad·di·tion /ə-dĭsh′ən/ (noun) - The operation is extended to other numbers
according to the additive properties of positive integers and other
algebraic properties.
Afternoon af·ter·noon /ˌaftərˈno͞on/ (noun) - the time from noon or lunchtime to
evening.
Analog an·a·log /ˈanlˌôɡ/ (adjective) is the opposite of digital and it has hands and
faces.
Aquarium a·quar·i·um /əˈkwerēəm/ (noun) - a transparent tank of water in which
fish and other water creatures and plants are kept.
Arm /ärm/ (noun) - An upper limb of the human body, connecting the hand and wrist
to the shoulder.
Ascending order As·cend·ing or·der /əˈsendiNG ˈôrdər/(adjective) - increasing in
size or leading upward.
Bag /baɡ/ (plural noun: bags) - a container made of flexible material with an
opening at the top, used for carrying things.
Baht /bät/ (noun) - the basic monetary unit of Thailand.
Ball /bôl/ (plural noun: balls) - a solid or hollow sphere or ovoid, especially one that
is kicked, thrown, or hit in a game.
Barrel bar·rel /ˈberəl/ (noun) - a cylindrical container bulging out in the middle,
traditionally made of wooden staves with metal hoops around them.
Basket bas·ket /ˈbaskət/ (noun) - a container used to hold or carry things, typically
made from interwoven strips of cane or wire.
Beaker beak·er /ˈbēkər/ (noun) - a lipped cylindrical glass container for laboratory
use.
Bee /bē/ (plural noun: bees) - an insect of a large group to which the honeybee
belongs, including many solitary as well as social kinds.
Bean /bēn/ (plural noun: beans) - an edible seed, typically kidney-shaped, growing in
long pods on certain leguminous plants.
Bill
/bil/ (noun) - an amount of money owed for goods supplied or services
rendered, set out in a printed or written statement of charges.
Blackboard black·board /blăk′bôrd′/ (noun) - A smooth, hard, dark-colored panel for
writing on with chalk.
Blouse /blous, blouz/ (noun) - a woman's loose upper garment resembling a shirt,
typically with a collar, buttons, and sleeves.
Book /bo͝ok/ (noun) - A set of written, printed, or blank pages fastened along one
side and encased between protective covers.
Bottle bot·tle /ˈbädl/ (noun) - a container, typically made of glass or plastic.
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Bowl /bōl/ (noun) - a round, deep dish or basin used for food or liquid.
Box /bäks/ (plural noun : boxes) - a container with a flat base and sides, typically
square or rectangular and having a lid.
Bracket brack·et /ˈbrakit/ (noun) - each of a pair of marks [ ] used to enclose
words or figures so as to separate them from the context.
Button but·ton /ˈbətn/ (plural noun: buttons) - a small disk or knob sewn onto a
garment, either to fasten it by being pushed through a slit made for the
purpose, or for decoration.
Cabbage cab·bage /ˈkabij/ (noun) - a cultivated plant eaten as a vegetable, having
thick green or purple leaves surrounding a spherical heart or head of young.
Cabinet cab·i·net /ˈkab(ə)nət/ (plural noun: cabinets) - a cupboard with drawers or
shelves for storing or displaying articles.
Calendar cal·en·dar /ˈkaləndər/ (noun) - a chart or series of pages showing the
days, weeks, and months of a particular year, or giving particular seasonal
information.
Can / kan/ (plural noun; cans) - a metal container with round sides and a lid, used
especially for holding liquids.
Capacity ca·pac·i·ty kə /kəˈpasədē / (noun) - the maximum amount that something
can contain.
Carrots car·rot /ˈkerət/(plural noun: carrots) - a tapering orange-colored root eaten
as a vegetable.
Chair /châr/ (noun) A piece of furniture designed to accommodate one sitting or
reclining person, providing support for the back and often the arms and
typically standing on four legs.
Chocolate choc·o·late /ˈCHäk(ə)lət/ (noun) - a food preparation in the form of a
paste or solid block made from roasted and ground cacao seeds, typically
sweetened.
Circle cir·cle /ˈsərk(ə)l/ (plural noun: circles) - a round plane figure whose boundary
(the circumference) consists of points equidistant from a fixed point
(the center).
Clock /kläk/ (noun) - a mechanical or electrical device for measuring time, indicating
hours, minutes, and sometimes seconds, typically by hands on a round dial or
by displayed figures.
Coin /koin/ (noun) - a flat, typically round piece of metal with an official stamp,
used as money.
Container con·tain·er /kənˈtānər/ (noun) - an object that can be used to hold or
transport something.
Counting backward /kount bakwərd/ (verb) – When we count in the reverse
sequence.
Counting forward /kount fôrwərd/ (verb) – The normal sequence in which we count.
Cube / kyo͞ob/ (plural noun: cubes) - a symmetrical three-dimensional shape, either
solid or hollow, contained by six equal squares.
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Cuboid cu·boid /ˈkyo͞oboid/ (adjective) - more or less cubic in shape.
Cylinder cyl·in·der /ˈsiləndər/ (noun) - a solid geometric figure with straight parallel
sides and a circular or oval cross section.
Day /dā/ (noun) - a period of twenty-four hours as a unit of time
Decrease de·crease /dəˈkrēs/ gerund or present participle: decreasing (verb) make or become smaller or fewer in size, amount, intensity, or degree.
Descend de·scend/dəˈsend/ (gerund or present participle: descending) - move or
fall downward.
Dice /dīs/ (plural noun: dices) - a small cube with each side having a different
number of spots on it, ranging from one to six, thrown and used in gambling
and other games involving chance.
Difference [′dif·rəns] - The result of subtracting one number from another.
Digit [′dij·ət] - any of the ten Arabic numerals from 0 to 9.
Digital dig·i·tal l /ˈdijidl/ (adjective) - is the opposite of analog and it is showing the
time by means of displayed digits rather than hands or a pointer.
Divided by di·vide /dəˈvīd bī/ (verb; symbol: ÷) - separate or be separated into
parts.
Dividend div·i·dend /ˈdivəˌdend/ (noun) - a number to be divided by another
number.
Division di·vi·sion /dəˈviZHən/ (noun) - the action of separating something into
parts, or the process of being separated.
Divisor di·vi·sor /dəˈvīzər/ (noun) - a number by which another number is to be
divided.
Door /dôr/ (plural noun: doors) - a hinged, sliding, or revolving barrier at the entrance
to a building, room, or vehicle, or in the framework of a cupboard.
Eraser e·ras·er /ĭ-rā′sər. , ɪˈreɪzə/ - an object, such as a piece of rubber or felt,
used for erasing something written, typed, etc: a pencil eraser.
Even number /ˈēvən nəmbər / (adjective) - an integer which is "evenly divisible" by
two. This means that if the integer is divided by 2, it yields no remainder.
Fish /fiSH/ (noun) - a limbless cold-blooded vertebrate animal with gills and fins and
living wholly in water.
͝
Foot /foot/ (plural noun : feet) - The lower extremity of the vertebrate leg that is in
direct contact with the ground in standing or walking.
Fridge fridge /frij/ (noun) - a refrigerator.
Geometric shapes ge·o·met·ric SHāp [ˌjēəˈmetrik SHāp] (noun) - shape as an
outline or an external boundary of some object or surface.
Glass /ɡlas/ (plural noun; glasses) a hard, brittle substance, typically transparent
or ranslucent.
Greater than /ɡrāter T͟Han,T͟Hən /(adjective) – having a larger number or amount
than.
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Hand /hand/ (plural noun : hands) - the end part of a person's arm beyond the wrist,
including the palm, fingers, and thumb.
Heavy heav·y /ˈhevē/ (adjectivie) - of great weight; difficult to lift or move.
Hindu - Arabic numerals / ˈhindo͞o erəbik n(y)o͞om(ə)rəl/ (noun) - are defined as a
number system based on the symbols for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 0.
Hour /ˈou(ə)r/ (noun) - a period of time equal to a twenty-fourth part of a day and
night and divided into 60 minutes.
Increase in·crease /ˈkrēs/ gerund or present participle: increasing(verb) - become
or make greater in size, amount, intensity, or degree.
Jug /jəɡ/ (noun) - a large container for liquids, with a narrow mouth and typically a
stopper or cap.
Juice /jo͞os/ (noun) - the liquid obtained from or present in fruit or vegetables.
Kilogram kil·o·gram /ˈkiləˌɡram/ 1kilogram = 1000 grams – is the standard unit of
mass.
Leaf /lēf/ (plural noun:leaves) - A usually green, flattened, lateral structure attached
to a stem and functioning as a principal organ of photosynthesis and
transpiration in most plants.
Less than / les T͟Han,T͟Hən / (determiner, pronoun) – a smaller amount of; not as
much.
Light /līt/ (adjectivie) - of less weight or small amount.
Marble mar·ble /ˈmärbəl/ (plural noun: marbles) - a small ball of colored glass or
similar material used as a toy.
Metal tape measure met·al tape′ meas·ure /ˈmedl tape′ meas`ure /(noun) - metal
tape used for measuring distance.
Milk /milk/ (noun) - an opaque white fluid rich in fat and protein, secreted by female
mammals for the nourishment of their young.
Minuend [′min·yə‚wend] - The quantity from which another quantity is to be
subtracted.
Minute mi·nute /ˈminit/ (noun) - a period of time equal to sixty seconds or a sixtieth
of an hour.
Month /mənTH/ (noun) - each of the twelve named periods into which a year is
divided.
Morning morn·ing /ˈmôrniNG/ (noun) - the period of time between midnight and
noon, especially from sunrise to noon.
Multiplication mul·ti·pli·ca·tion /ˌməltəpləˈkāSH(ə)n/ (noun) – is repeated addition.
Multiplication table mul·ti·pli·ca·tion ta·ble /ˌməltəpləˈkāSHən ˌtābəl/ (noun)
a table of the products of two factors, especially the integers 1 to 12.
Multiplicand mul·ti·pli·cand /ˌməltəpliˈkand/ (noun) – a quantity that is to be
Multiplied by another (the multiplier).
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Multiplier mul·ti·pli·er /mul·ti·pli·er/ (noun) – a quantity by which a given number
(the multiplicand) is to be multiplied.
Odd number /äd nəmbər / (adjective) - Any integer that cannot be divided exactly by
2.They are in between the even numbers.
Oil /oil/ (noun) - a viscous liquid derived from petroleum, especially for use as a
fuel or lubricant.
One digit number /wən dijit/ (noun) – an Arabic numerals from 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, and 9.
Oval
o·val /ˈōvəl/ (plural noun: ovals) - having a rounded and slightly elongated
outline or shape, like that of an egg.
Paper clip pa′per clip` (noun) - A wire or plastic clip for holding sheets of paper
together.
Pail /pāl/ (noun) - a bucket.
Place value /plāsˈvalyo͞o/ (noun) – the numerical value that a digit has by virtue of its
position in a number.
Product prod·uct /ˈprädəkt/ (noun) - a quantity obtained by multiplying quantities
together, or from an analogous algebraic operation.
Quotient quo·tient /ˈkwōSHənt/ (noun) - a result obtained by dividing one quantity by
another.
Rectangle rec·tan·gle /ˈrekˌtaNGɡəl/ (plural noun; rectangles) - a plane figure with
four straight sides and four right angles, especially one with unequal
adjacent sides, in contrast to a square.
Remainder re·main·der /rəˈmāndər/ (noun) - a part, number, or quantity that is left
over.
Rope /rōp/ (noun) - A flexible heavy cord of tightly intertwined hemp or other fiber.
Rug /rəɡ/ (plural noun : rugs) - a floor covering of thick woven material or animal
skin, typically not extending over the entire floor.
Ruler rul·er /ro͞o′lər/ (noun) - A straightedged strip, as of wood or metal, for drawing
straight lines and measuring lengths.
Satang sa·tang /səˈtäNG/ (noun) - a monetary unit of Thailand, equal to one
hundredth of a baht.
Second sec·ond /ˈsekənd/ (number) - constituting number two in a sequence;
coming after the first in time or order; 2nd.
Shape SHāp (plural noun: shapes) - the external form or the outline of an area or
figure.
Shoe /SHo͞o/ (plural noun: shoes) - a covering for the foot, typically made of
leather, with a sturdy sole and not reaching above the ankle.
Short /shôrt/ short·er, short·est (adjective) - Having little length; not long.
Having little height; not tall.
Skip counting /skip/ (verb) - also known as number pattern. It is the process of
skipping number as counting occurs. To move along lightly, stepping from one
foot to the other with a hop or bounce.
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Sphere /sfir/ (noun) a round solid figure, or its surface, with every point on its
surface equidistant from its center.
Square /skwer/ (plural noun: squares) - a plane figure with four equal straight sides
and four right angles.
Star /stär/ (plural noun: stars) - a fixed luminous point in the night sky that is a
large, remote incandescent body like the sun.
Subtraction [səb′trak·shən] (noun) - fundamental operation of arithmetic; the
opposite of addition.
Subtrahend [′səb·trə‚hend] - A quantity which is to be subtracted from another
given quantity.
Sum /sŭm/ (noun) - An amount obtained as a result of adding numbers.
Tail /tāl/ (noun) - The posterior part of an animal, especially when elongated and
extending beyond the trunk or main part of the body.
Tall /tôl/ tall·er, tall·est (adjective) - Having greater than ordinary height.
Tape measure tape′ meas`ure (noun) - a long, flexible strip or ribbon, as of cloth or
metal and used for measuring.
Television tel·e·vi·sion /ˈteləˌviZHən/ (noun) - a system for transmitting visual
images and sound that are reproduced on screens
Three digit numbers /ˈTHrē dijit/ (noun) – an Arabic numerals with 3 numbers such
As 696 and 100 so on….
Times /tīmz/ (preposition) - multiplied by.
Toy car /toi kär/ (plural noun: cars) - a miniature nonfunctioning replica of a car
Especially one that children play with.
Toy plane /toi plān/ (noun) - an object for a child to play with, typically a model or
miniature replica of a plane.
Triangle tri·an·gle /ˈtrīˌaNGɡəl/ (plural noun: triangles) - a plane figure with three
straight sides and three angles.
Tube /t(y)o͞ob/(noun) - a long, hollow cylinder of metal, plastic, glass, etc., for holding
or transporting something, chiefly liquids or gases.
Two digit numbers /ˈto͞o dijit/ (noun) – an Arabic numerals with 2 numbers such
86, 36, 74 and so on….
Volume vol·ume /ˈvälyəm,ˈvälˌyo͞om/ (noun) - the amount of space that a
substance or object occupies.
Water wa·ter /ˈwôdər,ˈwädər/ (noun) - a colorless, transparent, odorless, tasteless
liquid that forms the seas, lakes, rivers, and rain .
Week /wēk/ (noun) - a period of seven days.
Weighing scale/wā skāl/ (verb gerund or present participle: weighing) - are devices
to measure weight.
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